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I have read with interest Dr. Simpson's letter in the
August (1963) Bulletin regarding a prior article (February 1963) by Wilfried H. Portig on the tropical
meteorology conference at Asbury Park. Simpson seems
to feel that certain of Dr. Portig's statements constituted "scientific effrontery to the distinguished participants." Speaking as an interested observer of low
latitude weather since 1926 (the great Miami hurricane
hit town the day after I arrived here from Indiana)
and also as a professional aviation forecaster of low
latitude weather since 1941, I am impelled to comment
that many of Portig's remarks seemed to me to be
singularly perceptive of the true state of tropical
meteorology. Although I feel that no such effrontery
was apparent or intended, it is obvious—though seldom
considered—that if certain formally circulated theories
and low latitude percepts are questionable or erroneous,
then the unfortunate possibility of offending the responsible authors must in fairness be weighed against
the equal and more unfortunate possibility of an affront
to truth, and therefore to the intellectual integrity and
self respect of practicing tropical weathermen, who are
confronted almost daily with endemic weather patterns
that are strikingly unlike those we and the public we
serve have read about.
It is of interest to note that of the 29 "recognized
tropical meteorologists" attending this conference (Bulletin, Feb. 1963, pp. 79-80), just two gave a permanent
address between the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn.
If we raise the limits to latitude 30 North, we find 17
per cent of the participants living and practicing in the
area of their specialty. On the other hand, 62 per cent
gave an address north of latitude 38 North. Giving due
allowance to Huntington's hypothesis that the tropical
climate and civilization (and ergo, science) are essentially antagonistic forces, one might yet conclude from
these figures that one way to become a tropical expert
was to stay out of the tropics. Many of us who have
spent long periods here are inclined to agree with
Portig's published suggestions that "care will need to be
taken to insure that preconceived notions do not influence
the results" (of future research). I am also certain
that there is widespread disillusionment among experienced tropical forecasters with "equatorward extensions
of concepts now fashionable in extra-tropical meteorology" as well as much feeling that "new ideas and
capabilties are needed." There is, of course, no reason
why these ideas should not come from high latitudes as
well as low ones, but I believe experience already

achieved in low latitudes has shown that there is reason
to fear that meteorologists turning their attention toward
the distant south may be repeating the kind of mistakes
made by early Florida architects, who sloped Miami
roofs so that snow would not accumulate, and of later
ones who built thousands of homes that were (prior to
the advent of air conditioning) easy to heat but hard
to cool.
The opinions expressed above are my own as an
individual meteorologist and do not necessarily represent those of the Weather Bureau.
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I am in general agreement with Pres. Morris Neiburger's editorial entitled "Meteorologists and the Public Press." The people have the right to know and the
press has the duty to report what is new in this science,
especially in light of the fact that most of the research
is financed with public funds.
I should like to make one further comment, if I may.
Any misquotation that may occur in a media story is
rarely intentional. Often the fault may be that of a
young reporter who lacks sufficient experience and
overeagerly stretches a fact into a questionable conclusion.
However, too frequently the blame must be shared in
part by the scientist being interviewed for his failure
to outline his project in terms that would leave no question as to their meaning. This may be difficult in a
scientific discipline that has its own language, but it is
well worth the effort even though it may not always be
successful.
Most newspapers (mine included) have set up special
departments of science with personnel who spend all of
their time covering scientific stories. These people in
time become fully qualified to translate scientific progress in layman's language that is understandable while
conveying accurately the scientist's intended meaning.
Even so, it cannot be assumed that these writers can
be totally versed in the intricacies of meteorology, medicine, space, physics, chemistry and the hundreds of
scientific disciplines. They, as well as the general city
room employee, must rely on the ability of the scientist
to impart his knowledge with some degree of articulation.
If an interview is worth giving, it is also worth the
time and effort required to make it a good interview,
with patience and sympathy that will assist the reporter, even if such terms as "isobar" must be defined
a dozen times.
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